Compact birefringent interferometer for Fourier transform hyperspectral imaging.
A compact birefringent interferometer (CBI) for Fourier transform hyperspectral imaging is presented. The CBI employs only two birefringent crystal plates: a shearing plate (SP) and a compensation plate (CP). The SP generates the optical path difference (OPD) associated with the field of view for broadband interference. The CP compensates the constant term and square term OPDs of the SP to adjust the position of the zero-order fringe pattern and suppress inconsistent total OPDs and other nonlinear OPDs. This paper details the theoretically deduced OPDs and then presents simulation analyses and verification experiments conducted to investigate the OPD distribution characteristics. To verify the CBI performance, experimental spectral measurements and hyperspectral imaging were performed. The experimental results demonstrate that the CBI can suppress inconsistent total OPDs and other nonlinear OPDs with only two birefringent crystal plates, and therefore offers much promise for miniature and high-precision Fourier transform hyperspectral imaging.